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SUMMARY 
 
 The Advanced Energy Systems group intends to investigate two applications of 
fuel cell systems: portable applications operating at low power levels (e.g., mobile 
phones, camcorders, portable computers, etc.) and stationary applications utilizing an 
electrolyser/storage/fuel cell system as seasonal storage for a photovoltaic system. In 
many ways, the degree to which the research succeeds in addressing the requirements of 
these two applications will depend on how well the proposed solutions meet electrical, 
environment, operational and cost considerations. It is therefore important to have a good 
working idea of these considerations. Furthermore, it is my opinion that by addressing 
considerations that have not been examined in the multitude of fuel cell research 
programs being conducted elsewhere, we can find a niche for our work. Not only will this 
increase the value of our work, but having found a novel niche, it may be easier to get 
research published. This working paper is a first attempt to sketch the electrical, 
environmental, operational and cost considerations that should direct our research. 
 A synopsis of these considerations, as I presently understand them, is presented 
first, followed by some arguments justifying the figures presented in the synopsis. 
Following this, I discuss the applications of seasonal storage, portable computers, and 
portable phones in light of these electrical, environmental, operational, and cost 
considerations. 
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SYNOPSIS 

 
 Seasonal Storage Mobile Computer Cellular Phone 

Typical Average 

Load 

10 to 400 W  4 to 10 W when on Standby: 20 mW  
Talk: 0.8 W 

Variation in Load Two types: 
1) high short-term 

variability but little 
variation from day 
to day 

2) variation at time-
scales up to several 
days or weeks 

Depends on user’s 
activities: 2 to 20 
Watts when on; off 
most of time  

Standby: 10 to 40 
mW, Talk: 0.2 to 2 
Watt; load profile 
depends on user. 

Load Voltage 12, 24, 48 V typical 12 to 15 V typical, 
can be as low as 5 V 

Used to be 6 to 7V, 
now 3V, may fall 
further 

Operating 

Temperature 

-35 to 35ºC w/o thermal 
management 
-5 to 25º w/ passive 
thermal management 

10 to 35ºC -5 to 40ºC 

Min Vol. Energy 

Dens. 

90 Wh/l 470 Wh/l 150 Wh/l 

Maximum Volume No limit 1 litre 120 ml 

Min Grav. Energy 

Dens. 

40 Wh/kg 175 Wh/kg 100 Wh/kg 

Maximum Mass No limit 1 to 1.5 kg 250 grams 

Cost per Unit 

Energy 

Must be less than 
competing options: 
1) Pb-Acid batteries at 

US$150 to 200 per 
kWh 

2) New batteries 
costing as little as 
US$75 per kWh? 

3) Enlarging the array, 
equivalent cost as 
low as US$30 per 
kWh 

Compare with 
Lithium-Ion 
batteries at US$ 2 to 
3 per Wh 

Compare with 
Lithium-Ion 
batteries at US$ 2 to 
3 per Wh 

Max Cost No limit US$500 US$100 

Minimum Lifetime 3 years 1 to 2 years 1 to 2 years 

Max Maintenance 

Freq. 

Once or twice a year Monthly or semi-
monthly 

Monthly or semi-
monthly 

Reliability Extremely high Moderate 
requirements, but 
must be very rugged 

Moderate 
requirements, but 
must be very rugged 

Max Charge Time NA Several hours Several hours 

Min. Storage 

Capacity 

NA 10 to 40 hours of 
operation = 100 to 
400 Wh 

10 to 30 Wh 
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SEASONAL STORAGE FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC-POWERED 

STATIONARY APPLICATIONS 
 
Application: Photovoltaics are widely used to power small electrical loads where there is 
no grid power. In these applications, reliability and low maintenance costs tend to be very 
important, since frequent site visits can raise the cost of electricity prohibitively. As 
discussed in Juha Vanhanen’s thesis, an electrolyzer/storage/fuel cell system can be used 
to provide power to a load during the winter months, when the output of a photovoltaic 
array is much diminished, especially at higher latitudes.  
 
Load—Upper Limit: Assuming that photovoltaics are the ultimate source of the 
electrical energy for these systems, an upper limit for the average load can be established 
fairly easily by examining the cost-effectiveness of existing PV systems not requiring 
seasonal storage. That is, unless the costs of photovoltaic modules decline considerably 
(and they have changed little in the last 5 years), the cost of the PV array will establish an 
upper limit for the size of these systems; loads greater than this can be powered more 
cost-effectively by genset-battery systems, which have no need of fuel cells.  With 
delivered costs for diesel fuel of US$1 per litre, an upper limit on PV systems will be 
around 160 Watts (with a PV price of US$5 per Wp) to 250 Watts (with a PV price of 
US$2 per Wp) [See Paish, “Economic Aspects” in Stand-Alone Photovoltaic 
Applications: Lessons Learned  (Loois and Van Hemert, eds), London: James and James 
Scientific Publishers, Ltd., 1999]. At very remote sites, where fuel costs and maintenance 
costs will be higher, an upper limit for the load of 300 to 500 W can be estimated.  
 
Load—Lower Limit: Addition of a seasonal storage system to a PV/battery system 
greatly increases the system complexity. The seasonal storage will introduce fixed costs, 
regardless of the size of the system, just for fuel-handling, control, etc. Moreover, 
maintenance costs will be higher, and reliability of the system will tend to be lower. At 
remote applications, the more reliable, lower-maintenance PV/battery system will tend to 
command a cost premium. Compare maintenance-free lead-acid batteries ($200 per kWh) 
with steel storage vessels ($30 per kWh), assuming one visit per year with a seasonal 
storage system and just one visit every 2 years with a PV battery system, a 5 year period, 
and Juha Vanhanen’s assumptions for the cost of a service visit (labour plus transport 
only). This suggests a lower limit of around 9 kWh of hydrogen-based seasonal storage. 
Assuming the seasonal storage is required for 90 days, this establishes a lower limit of 
around 4 W average load. This does not account for the cost of the fuel cell, electrolyzer, 
controls, and gas handling unit, however. Therefore a minimum load of around 5 to 20 
Watts can be estimated. Below this, batteries alone will be more economical. 
  
Load—Variation: Specifying the load in terms of continuous draw masks the variation 
that typically occurs in the load. The variance associated with the average load is not 
constrained (i.e., it is possible to imagine systems which sit idle for 99% of the time and 
then put out high power levels for the remaining 1 % of the time), but it appears that there 
are two types of systems. In most telecommunications, monitoring, cathodic protection, 
and navigational aid applications, which forms the first type, there will be little variation 
in the daily load, but on a short time scale there may be extreme variation. For example, a 
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blinking navigational beacon might use 1±0.2 kWh per day, but its duty cycle may be: 
4.7 seconds, no load, 0.3 seconds, 700 Watts. On the other hand, at remote dwellings, the 
second type of system, the occupants’ activities will determine the power requirement, 
and their activities may vary greatly from day to day. So not only will there be short-time 
scale variation in the load, but there will also be variation in the load on the time-scale of 
days or weeks. For example, consider a cottage that is normally occupied during 
weekends only, but over Christmas it is occupied for a period of a week.  
 Assuming that the PV-seasonal storage system incorporates a battery for short-
term energy buffering, the duty cycle of the first type of system described above presents 
no additional difficulty, since the battery can provide surges of power on a short time-
scale. On the other hand, the second type of system described above may require a surge 
of power sustained for a long period of time, and may impose serious constraints on the 
sizing of system components. 
 
Load—Voltage: Typical voltage levels for remote sites are 12, 24, or 48 VDC. 
  
Temperature: Most sites lacking electrical power will also lack ready sources of heat. 
As a result, the power system must either be accompanied by its own thermal 
management system or must be able to function over a wide range of temperatures. Given 
that seasonal storage systems typically will be found at high latitudes, they will tend to be 
operating in cold climates. Without thermal management, a temperature range of –35ºC 
to 35ºC could be assumed. On the other hand, passive thermal management techniques 
can limit this range to approximately –5ºC to 25ºC at most sites. The cost of such passive 
thermal management techniques must be weighed against their associated cost reductions 
and reliability improvements.   
 
Weight and Volume: For most remote sites, weight and volume will not be critical 
considerations. They will impact system cost and feasibility inasmuch as they affect 
transportation and installation costs. Probably total system energy densities should be 
higher than that for lead-acid batteries, the existing solution, these being roughly 90 
kWh/m2 and 40 Wh/kg.  
 
Cost: Hydrogen-based seasonal storage will have to compete on a cost basis with 
existing and future alternatives. Specifically, they will compete with other forms of 
storage, and with expansion of the PV array, which reduces storage requirements.  

The lead-acid battery is the existing storage option, costing roughly US$150 to 
US$200 per kWh. In the near future (next ten years), other battery systems may be used 
for seasonal storage. For example, zinc-air batteries may be available at a cost of roughly 
US$75 per kWh. 

The requirement for seasonal storage can be reduced by increasing the size of the 
array. The efficacy of this measure will depend on the insolation during the period of 
seasonal storage as well as the size of the battery; the battery must be large enough to 
supply electricity during low insolation periods on the time-scale of at least one or two 
weeks (or even longer at higher latitudes). For example, if the average daily insolation in 
the plane of the array during the period of November through January is 2 kWh/m2/day 
and the cost of PV is US$5 per Wp, then enlarging the array supplants storage at a cost of 
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roughly US$35 per kWh. Note that this is close to the cost of storage of hydrogen in 
pressurized steel vessels; it does not account for additional cost of a large battery, 
however.  
 
Maintenance and Reliability: For most stand-alone applications, the cost of down-time 
and maintenance calls will be very high; actual costs will vary, however, with 
accessibility of the site. The system may require a loss of load probability below 0.01% 
(one hour per year on average) and should require maintenance only once or at maximum 
twice a year. The high cost of accessing most remote sites suggests that system lifetimes 
should be fairly long, to avoid frequent reinstallation charges; a lifetime of 3 years 
suggests itself as a minimum. 
 
 

PORTABLE APPLICATIONS 
 
Application: A vast array of small portable devices requiring low levels of power, such 
as portable computers, mobile phones, camcorders, etc. The power supplies for these 
devices are characterized by an emphasis on high gravimetric and volumetric energy 
densities, reasonably high power densities, varying loads, and fast recharge times.  
 
PORTABLE APPLICATIONS—THE PORTABLE COMPUTER 

 
Load Characteristics: The notebook or laptop computer is typical of a portable 
application with a high load. When operating, most portable computers draw an average 
of roughly 4 to 10 Watts at a voltage between 5 and 15 V, with 12 to 15 V typical. The 
load power varies greatly however: the notebook remains turned off (no load) most of the 
time, and during operation the actual load depends on the state of the screen (on or off), 
hard drive (idle, spin up, read/write, search, etc.), processor (full clock speed or 
“suspended” operation), and peripherals (modem, CD drive, network adapter, etc.). 
Typically a “power manager” controls the operation of all the components, adjusting their 
state so as to minimize the power used. As a result, power requirement can change 
rapidly and drastically, perhaps from a couple of Watts to a maximum of 15 to 20 Watts. 
The actual variation will depend entirely on the user’s behavior. 
 
Temperature: The power supply for most portable computers need not operate over an 
especially wide temperature range.  Other components (e.g., LCD displays and hard-
drives) restrict the operating temperature and it is unlikely that the user will be 
comfortable operating the computer at low or high temperatures. For most applications, 
therefore, an operating temperature range of 10ºC to 35ºC should be acceptable.  
 
Weight and Volume: High volumetric and gravimetric energy densities are essential; in 
addition, the actual size and weight of the total power system should be small. Presently, 
the best lithium ion polymer batteries (see www.electrofuel.com) can deliver 470 
Wh/litre and 175 Wh/kg albeit at a cost of approximately US$3 per Wh. While most 
portable computer batteries are relatively small (200 to 500 grams) and power the 
computer for 2 to 3 hours, the above-mentioned lithium ion polymer battery comes as a 1 
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kg, 0.6 litre prismatic “pad” the size of the computer footprint, capable of powering the 
computer for 16 hours. This type of approach—a bigger, but considerably longer lasting 
power supply—might be suitable for fuel cell systems. The size and weight of the 
Electrofuel battery are probably close to the maximum values a user will accept; 
otherwise, the battery will be larger and heavier than the computer itself. 
 
Cost and Lifetime: Presently lithium ion batteries are priced at roughly US$3 per Wh, 
but it is likely that this will decline since this is fairly new technology. A target of 
roughly US$2 per Wh seems more reasonable. It is hard to get lifetime data, but it 
appears that under normal use, these types of batteries last 1 to 2 years. The large 
Electrofuel battery mentioned above costs US$500, which may be close to the upper limit 
on what a user will expect to pay.  
 
Maintenance and Reliability: These are less critical than with the seasonal storage 
application above. Portable computer users are already used to 1) frequent recharging, 2) 
running out of power, 3) the computer crashing, 4) having to replace batteries that are 
worn out and 5) hard drives and other component failures. The user can therefore be 
expected to do some regular but simple maintenance and the supply need not be as 
reliable as with the seasonal storage. On the other hand, most laptops are dropped at least 
once in their lifetime, and experience countless less severe impacts, suggesting that the 
power supply must be considerably more rugged than in the case of the seasonal store. 
 
“Charge” Time: Instant refueling is probably ideal, but charge times of less than three 
hours are acceptable. The operating time between charges should be at least 3 hours (the 
upper limit with commonly used batteries at present). A case can be made for operating 
times of 10 to 40 hours, even if this required a larger supply, since short operating times 
between charges seem to be cited as a major impediment to the practical use of portable 
computers.  
 
PORTABLE APPLICATIONS—THE MOBILE PHONE 

 
Load Characteristics: The mobile phone or personal communicator is typical of a small 
load application. The power requirement for these devices depends on whether they are 
off (no load), on standby (roughly 10 to 40 mW), or in talk mode (roughly 0.5 W to 1 W 
for current GSM phones). In the future, these power requirements may decrease, due to 
more efficient receive and transmit circuits and smaller cells, but may also increase, as 
capabilities are added to the phones. The power draw is also dependent on the strength of 
the network signals at the location of the phone; the talk mode requirement may be as low 
as 0.2 W with strong signals or as high as 2 W with very weak signals. The power 
requirement may surge for short periods due to temporary high loads, such as during 
ringing or when the keypad light is on. In recent years the voltage has dropped from 6 or 
7 to 3 volts; it may decline to lower levels in the future.  
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Temperature: Mobile telephones are used wherever humans go, be it outside on a cold 
winter night or inside a hot car that is parked in the sunshine. This suggests a wide range 
of temperatures, perhaps -5ºC to 40ºC. 
 
Weight and Volume: Mobile phones are quite small, and a power supply that is 
voluminous or heavy in comparison to the phone will be unacceptable. The existing 
technology is lithium ion and NiMH batteries. The small size of the batteries used in 
existing phones lead to low energy densities of around 50 to 100 Wh/kg and 100 to 150 
Wh/litre due to “overhead” such as the battery shell. Typical battery weights are in the 
neighborhood of 30 to 130 grams. Volumes are typically in the neighborhood of 25 to 60 
ml. New lithium-ion technologies will likely increase the energy densities and decrease 
the size and weight of batteries for mobile phones, however.  
 
Cost: The main competitor to a fuel cell supply will be small batteries. While per unit 
capacity costs for batteries are roughly in line with those for portable computers (which 
employ slightly larger versions of the same batteries), smaller capacities lead to much 
lower costs for the batteries, these being in the neighborhood of US$20 to US$50. A 
charger costs between US$5 and US$30, depending on options. 
 
Maintenance and Reliability: By arguments similar to those made for portable 
computers, reliability and maintenance requirements need not be as stringent as in the 
seasonal storage system, but impact resistance and durability will be important. 
 
“Charge” Time: Once again, instant refueling is probably ideal, but charge times of less 
than one or two hours are acceptable. The operating time between charges should be at 
least 50 hours on standby and 2 hours on talk (these are the capabilities of existing 
phones), and preferably much longer. 
  
 

DISCUSSION 
 
Need for a buffer: All three applications examined here are characterized by high 
variability in the load. This has several implications: 1) since fuel cells, unlike batteries, 
respond poorly to rapid changes in power draw, finding efficient system topologies and 
control strategies is a potentially interesting “systems topic” for investigation; 2) work 
dedicated to achieving efficient operation at constant output may have limited 
applicability; 3) the inclusion of a buffer (e.g., a battery or supercapacitor) may improve 
system operation, and questions surrounding its sizing and control may be fruitful 
grounds for research. 
 
Separate the Electrolyzer from the Power Supply for Portable Applications: The 
size and weight constraints of the portable applications will be a major challenge for a 
fuel cell power supply. Unless a generator of some sort (e.g., a solar module) is included 
in the portable power system, there is no reason to include the electrolyzer in the power 
supply itself. Rather, it can be a separate component, just as battery charger is an 
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accessory to existing portable phones and computers. This will improve the power 
supply’s volumetric and gravimetric energy densities.  

In fact, the power supply can be considered independently of the fuel supply. An 
electrolyzer is not the only choice, nor necessarily the best one: while fuel cell research 
forges ahead due to stationary and transportation applications, the electrolyzer receives 
far less attention and is likely to be less developed. Hydrogen “bottles” could be sold or 
refilled at central stations (the same stores that specialize in batteries or computers now), 
increasing the user’s operating costs slightly but eliminating the cost of a “charger”, 
which is likely to be expensive and require maintenance. A very different alternative is 
direct methanol or ethanol conversion PEM fuel cells, such as the Hockaday fuel cell; 
these could be refueled by injecting liquid fuel into the power supply.  

An integral electrolyzer is only necessary when a generator is incorporated into 
the power supply. The obvious choice for the generator is a solar module, but the power 
and energy densities for photovoltaic modules under typical operating conditions are 
probably too low to make this a promising option for portable applications. Furthermore, 
the portability of a power supply will be impeded if the user must always be concerned 
with keeping a solar module in uniform bright light.  
 
The portable computer is more suitable for fuel cells than the portable phone: Since 
we are doing basic applied research and not product development, we should keep our 
work as widely applicable as possible. Nevertheless, for certain questions it will be 
necessary at various points in time to specify our constraints and criteria. I believe that 
the portable computer application is better suited to our fuel cell research, mainly because 
the size, weight, and cost constraints on the portable phone power supply are too severe. 

It will be very difficult to make a fuel cell system that is as small, lightweight, and 
inexpensive as existing batteries for portable phones. The specifications (120 ml, 250 
grams, and US$100)  are daunting, especially when you consider the size, weight and 
cost of current fuel cells. While large-scale fuel cell systems with metal hydride stores 
may be able to achieve the required energy densities, these big systems can not simply be 
scaled down; gas handling and control systems as well as the physical packaging would 
be too large and heavy. This challenge is not primarily systems related: rather, it is a 
challenge for component developers and manufacturers. Furthermore, it is not clear that 
there is a strong desire for a longer-lasting power supply: people seem to be relatively 
happy with batteries that last 3 to 5 days. Developments in battery and phone technology 
will likely increase these operating times. 

On the other hand, the size, weight and cost constraints for portable computer 
power supplies are not so severe, and people are definitely dissatisfied with the operating 
times afforded by existing and foreseeable battery technologies. The size and weight 
targets for portable computer power supplies are sufficiently large that 1) parallels with 
our prototype system would be apparent, and 2) it will be easier to show that existing 
components could work. Systems operation is a real topic for research: the rapidly 
changing power requirements of a portable computer may pose real challenges for a fuel 
cell system. The operating temperature range is more reasonable than that of the portable 
phone, and higher costs (for both batteries and computers versus phones) make for a less 
stringent cost target.  


